The Cold War (History at Source)

This series provides collections of historical sources for studying topics in A-level and Higher
Grade History. Each section contains a short introduction setting the sources in context. In
addition to a wide variety of sources and source types, each title includes appropriate
examination-style questions and extensive student guidance sections. These offer practical
advice of answering source-based and essay questions, together with a selection of essay titles
and essay plans. A specimen essay answer and source-based exercise answer are also included,
along with a short bibliography. It provides coverage of the events and themes which
characterized the Cold War between 1945 and 1990. As well as looking at the tensions and
crisis points within relations between the USA and the USSR, it also looks at the Sino-Soviet
dispute, the Vietnam War and the way in which the Cold War has been presented through
propaganda.
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The Cold War rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union lasted for decades and
resulted in anti-communist suspicions and international incidents that led the two superpowers
to the brink of nuclear disaster. Cuban Missile Crisis. Here's Why the Suez Crisis Almost Led
to. Map sources appear on page Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data. Gaddis,
John Lewis. The Cold War: a new history / John Lewis Gaddis.
Executive Director, Nancy McTygue â€¢ The UC Berkeley History-Social Science Project,
Rachel Reinhard together this special Cold War edition of The Source, I. See also Stalin in the
Cold War. (Image, Soviet ruble bill). Cold War Origins. This collection of primary source
documents discusses international relations.
The Cold War International History Project supports the full and prompt sides of the Cold
War, and seeks to accelerate the process of integrating new sources. Historical research papers
are based on primary sources. Primary sources are original materials created by a person who
was involved in an. Explain why (Source G) supports one side in the conflict (4 marks). This
type of question assesses your analysis of a source based on its content, and on its. U.S.
Primary Sources; International Primary Sources Primary source documents Cold War
International History Project: Digital Archive.
This is an English language bibliography of scholarly books and articles on the Cold War.
Because of the extent of the Cold War.
Main article: Cold war (general term) History of the Cold War When asked in about the source
of the term, Lippmann. The Origins of the Cold War involved the breakdown of relations
between the Soviet Union Further information: List of primary and secondary sources on the
Cold War. Beschloss, Michael R (), The Conquerors: Roosevelt, Truman and. Cold War:
Summary of the Cold War, the rivalry that developed after World War II between the United
States and the Soviet Union and their respective allies. The Cold War International History
Project, Woodrow Wilson Center Â· The Harvard .. The X Article, The Sources of Soviet
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